
INTRODUCTION

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

RESULTS TO DATE
The political situation in many developing countries is often complex, but
science, as an international language, can be a vehicle to break down barriers.
The Society of Toxicology (SOT) remains committed to creating a safer and
healthier world by advancing the science of toxicology and recognizes that there
are many regions across the globe that that lack thriving toxicology programs.
Designed with this gap in mind, the goal of the SOT Education Committee’s
International ToxScholar (ITS) Outreach Grant is to increase awareness,
breadth, and depth of toxicology in such countries. Specifically, the ITS
Outreach Grant is intended to bring toxicology to institutions in underserved
nations outside of North America, while also supporting and aiding the career
development of the awarded toxicologist who will present to the institutions in
the developing region.

The Education Committee solicits proposals for funding visits of SOT Members.

ITS Program Goals
• Fund visits for toxicologists to travel to developing countries to:

– Expand toxicology awareness 
– Promote toxicology careers through interaction of toxicologists with 

undergraduate and graduate students 
– Encourage ongoing collaboration/networking between hosts and scholars

ITS Eligibility and Award
• Candidates must SOT members, preferably Full or Associate Members
• APPLICATIONS ARE DUE OCTOBER 9TH

– Submit CV, supporting letter(s) from host(s) and sponsor(s), proposed 
budget

• Up to $1250 awarded for the SOT toxicologist to travel to ~139 eligible countries 
(Fig. 1)
– Applicants are encouraged to secure matching funding from partners, such as 

SOT Special Interest Group, employer, or host institution
• Following their visit scholars submit a final report and share their experiences via 

the SOT Communique.

Statistics
Since the conception of the program in 2010 there have been (Fig. 2):

• 22 Scholars selected who have completed ITS visits
• 42 Host institutions included in the scholar visits
• The institutions spanned 19 Countries
• Approximately $25,000 in funds have been disbursed
• To date SOT has received more than 125 membership fee waivers

from scientists in the regions where ITS visits were hosted
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CONCLUSIONS
• Collaborative efforts of ITS scholars have paved the way for the

development of other toxicology related opportunities
• Receipt of SOT membership fee waivers can be an indirect testament to the

value of the program and the impetus given to host institution members to
join SOT

• Together this demonstrates that the ITS program facilitates ongoing
collaborations and networking which are key to promoting toxicology
globally

• The continued success of this program is dependent on attracting
applicants who request visits to institutions in a wider array of target
countries

Case Studies to Indicate Value

Case Study 1: Novel approaches to deliver the toxicology
message
How do we know what they need unless we ask?
Dr. Blase Billack, a 2016 ITS scholar, visited Serbia and Moldova to present
to pharmacy/clinical lab science and public health students. He creatively
surveyed his audience to better understand their needs:

• 21-25yrs; 90% female; 89% found value in the symposium;
• 100% of the students supported continuing the ITS program
• Students also indicated an increase in knowledge about toxicology,

toxicology careers, and information about graduate school

Dr. Billack also presented a symposium during his travels to Serbia and
Moldova, “Toxicology and You: Perfect Together?” The symposium featured
four lectures, ranging in length from 30 minutes to 90 minutes, that spoke to
the many facets of toxicology. This interaction gave the students and faculty
interactive time to engage with Dr. Billack.

Figure 3. Dr. Blase Billack, 2016 ITS. Dr. Billack met with Serbian students from
the clinical and pharmaceutical sciences.

Figure 2. ITS Country Visits by Year. Most institutions in these countries have 
requested SOT membership fee waivers. 

Case Studies to Indicate Value Continued

Case Study 2: Forging connections
There is endless value in networking and fostering synergy.
In 2017 Dr. Braulio Jimenez-Velez first utilized key contacts in Cuba to
understand how best to focus toxicology outreach. With this knowledge he
applied for and was awarded the ITS funding to present his work on Air
Pollution and Genetic Susceptibility on the Role of MHCII Genes. Continuing
the momentum of this ITS visit he worked with the Hispanic Organization of
Toxicology (HOT) and Dr. Wallace Hayes, to receive the SOT Global Initiative
Funding for the development a 2-day International course on current trends in
general toxicology and food safety in Havana Cuba.
The 150 participants learned about:

• The state of the science in key toxicology topics
• They were introduced to the benefits of SOT membership and also SOT

international programs (GSSEP) and Special Interest Groups (i.e. HOT)
• Subsequently, 100 participants requested free HOT membership to stay

connected to SOT

Figure 4. Participants of the 2017 Toxicology workshop in Havana, Cuba. A
variety of topics were covered during the Current trends in toxicology and food safety.
workshop presented by Drs. Wally Hayes, Mary Ellen Cosenza, AJ Cuevas.

LOOKING FORWARD
• Nurturing the ITS program is imperative as it can be utilized as one of SOT’s

vehicles to actively recruit the best and brightest into the field of toxicology
• Developing creative ideas such as podcasting, TedTalks and a networking

database are on the horizon to leverage the foundation that the ITS program
has built
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Figure 1. Map of Developing Countries Targeted by the ITS Program
• 2015 World Bank Countries with Gross National Income per capita of <$12,000
• 139 Eligible Countries
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